
 

 

ROXBURY ARPA COMMITTEE MEETING 
MINUTES OF AUGUST 17, 2022 

10:04AM – 11:27AM 
THIS MEETING WAS HELD IN PERSON AT COMMUNITY HALL 

 
 
MEMBERS PARTICIPATING:  Bill Hansen, Don Randall, Rene Bouchard, Sean 
Cummings, Via MS Teams:  Brock Freyer, Elizabeth Carney. 
 
Call Meeting to Order at 10.04am 
 
Additions or deletions to the minutes of Jul 28 meeting?  None. 
 
Motion to Approve the Minutes of Jul 28.  Bill seconded.  Approved. 
 
EC Fiber-  Brock: said he recalled paying EC Fiber a bit more than $150, maybe $200. 
 
Bill- Spoke with TDS representative ( ) they are installing fiber, yes.  Tracy Hill, 12A, possibly 
other places.  They would connect customers they already have and are easy to connect first, 
possibly those closest to the telecom shed on 12A, in the next year - two years. 
 
Brock-  there are going to be potentially three players in Fiber infrastructure in Roxbury?  
Probably so what about a fund to assist in making connections regardless of the service provider? 
 
Bill-  ARPA isn’t probably going to let the money be in a slush fund for EC, CV, or TDS 
connections.  Rene- Yes probably not. 
 
Rene-   Bill’s question to CV / Jennille about what happens to money appropriated to Roxbury 
if it is not all used up is a good one. We will add that to our list of follow-up questions for her. 
 
Don - all the Vol FFs in town have an internet connected app called E911 that shows the location 
when they get a call for an emergency. Also Don orders all his prescriptions on the internet and 
imagines other people need the same. High speed/reliable internet isn’t a luxury 
 
Bill-  We wouldn’t want to subsidize TDS connections because it’s a private company.   
 
Sean- Did Jennille say last time there would be a 3 year wait for people with “solar” power 
 
Rene - Yes she did, the assumption is the connection would be more involved to make. It would 
have to be trenched (it is a spatial issue) there‘s no direct aerial path. Brock - yeah for me it was 
direct and probably didn’t cost EC fiber much because I have power from the pole with a pole on 
my property. The aerial path was easy, they just used that path. 
 
Bill-  should we contact the communications board.  What is a valid use of the ARPA funds vis 
a vis making fiber connections? 
 



 

 

Don- If you think back the reason for this situation is that thousands of requests were made to the 
State for an improvement in the telecom infrastructure, and TDS and the others haven’t made the 
decision to provide the service and upgrade their lines for 15-20 years.   
 
Brock - will communicate with EC Fiber. 
 
Score sheet discussion:   
A discussion was held concerning the scoring document Rene had put together. It was done after 
comparing what other cities/towns around the US are doing to evaluate projects. It was agreed 
the numbering should be 1/2/3. Rene reviewed his thinking on the Cost column and went through 
the value our ARPA funds have based on the Selectboards statement that a one cent change in 
the tax rate now brings in $9,200. Also discussed was the Urgency and Infrastructure columns. 
 
It was agreed that the score sheet provides a basic method for scoring our projects. 
 
Elizabeth -- Village center public meeting will be in September. All agreed that it coincided well 
with being in time to evaluate village center issues and funding in advance of the ARPA 
advisement report to the Selectboard. 
 
We are adopting the Score sheet as a general guide to consistency. 
 
Sean is going to make a draft survey in Survey Monkey.  Incorporating the draft list of projects 
proposed etc. It is believed we can use the survey at no cost. But will need to ask the Selectmen 
for a budget if needed. 
 
Sean noted it was difficult to find the ARPA page on the Town Website. We saw that the July 
3rd link on the Town Banner no longer worked (404 page error). It was agreed we should ask to 
get the link renamed to ARPA as a quick link to our page. Rene to speak with Tammy. 
 
Next meeting is set for Tuesday 23 August 2.00pm. 
 
Action Items: 
 

- Brock to follow-up with Orange and Waterbury to see how they are stipulating use of the 
CV Fiber matching grants 

- Brock, as an existing customer, will reach out to EC Fiber to discuss (ARPA and 
enlarging Roxbury area hookups???) 

- Rene to work on a Submission Form tying into our adopted score sheet 
- Rene to speak with Tammy on re-using the dead July 3rd link on the banner home page 
- Rene to pose follow-up questions to Jennille/CV Fiber 

 
Meeting Adjourned at 11.27am. 
 
 
 
 


